KERATIN LUSTRE

DIGICURL DIG ITAL WA N D S
Ø 10 mm - 16 mm - 19 mm - 25 mm - 32 mm

Create smooth, long-lasting curls with the extra-long DIGICURL wands featuring
long length KERATIN LUSTRE barrel and up to 210°C high heat. The advanced
heating system delivers precision-regulated temperatures and instant heat
transfer for fast, long-lasting results.
Keratin Lustre
The DIGICURL wands features keratin infused ceramic heating barrels.
This technology gives hair smoothness and shine.

Extra-long heating barrels
The perfect tools for use on long to very long hair. The extra-long heating barrel offers
60% more heating and curling surface! Really time-saving! Very long hair can be
wrapped around the barrel without overlap.

Control, safety and total freedom of expression
The DIGICURL wands do not feature any clamp for a total freedom of creation while
in use.
There are 11 temperature settings to select from 160°C to 210°C for enhanced heat
protection on all hair types.
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The LCD screen allows to control
the selected temperature level.
The temperature on the display
will flash while the iron is heating up
to the selected temperature. When
the selected temperature has been
reached, the temperature display will
stop flashing.
The DIGICURL wands have an automatic shut off feature for added safety. If the
appliances are switched on for more than 72 minutes continuously, then they will
automatically switch off.

They come with a smart and refined heat protection wrap which allows safe storage till
the next use.

Features
* Extra-long length barrel with KERATIN LUSTRE technology
* Advanced heating system delivers precision-regulated temperature control
* Fast heat up and instant heat recovery
* High heat performance up to 210°C
* 11 digital temperature settings
* Cool tip
* Protective stand
* Auto shut-off for added safety
* Salon length 3m swivel cord
* Heat mat with storage compartment for convenience and safety
* Heat protection glove
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5 Sizes for unlimited possibilities
Ø 10 mm BAB2910E
Ø 16 mm BAB2911E
Ø 19 mm BAB2912E
Ø 25 mm BAB2913E
Ø 32 mm BAB2914E

3030050152982
3030050152876
3030050152890
3030050152883
3030050152906
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